In an exclusive collaboration with Fantasy of Flight, Polk State Corporate College is offering interactive team building training involving topics such as conflict resolution, decision making, personality testing, team behavior, and leadership effectiveness.

Outdoor activities such as Wing WalkAir (Ropes Course and Zip line) in conjunction with corporate training promote an interactive learning experience while fostering team building elements.

The training program, held at Fantasy of Flight, consists of:

1. Preview Workshop—Team Effectiveness—1 hour
2. Ropes Course and Zip Line Activity – 1.5 hours
   Propel your business to the next level! Wing WalkAir is an exhilarating, adrenaline-pumping experience that is rich with self-discovery and team growth. The new Wing WalkAir-Ropes Course and Zip Line means business: participants must take risks, trust one another and conquer the challenges as they climb to heights more than four stories in the air – including 600 feet of screaming zip line!
3. Follow-up Workshop—Enhanced Workplace Communication—1.5 hours

Cost $150 per participant (pricing for 20 participants). It includes all fees and lunch.
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